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Customer:
A leading construction company founded over 120 years ago, this 
customer has established a presence in all 50 US States and over 
60 countries with six subsidiaries solely focused on executing crucial 
infrastructure projects.

Customer need
The customer experienced rapid growth and needed to modernize 
and standardize its time clocking and workforce management 
tools and practices across its various operating companies and 
projects. The customer was also finding it increasingly difficult to 
reconcile paper & pencil time card claims and job status claims. 
Each crew would submit paper time and labor logs that were 
often turned in late, and sometimes hard to read – and then the 
company’s payroll team would spend days each pay period 
retyping and calculating job costs and payroll in multiple 
spreadsheets. Not only that, they had no way of easily responding 
to client demands for project audits and accountability. They 
needed to go digital and stop being limited by paper time sheets.

The customer needed a platform that fulfilled the following 
requirements for its two sets of users:

A clock in/out feature that users can access through the app
Supervisors/Foremen should be able to mark attendance for 
their assigned team members
The ability for employees and Foremen to attach images (selfies) 
while clocking in
Two safety-check attestations in form of a check box at the end 
of the shift
Display of temperature and weather details during check-in/out. Time Clock Report
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Attach Images

Payroll calculation

Modernized workflow with allGeo:
The customer's challenge of managing two distinct sets of 
employees was effectively addressed with the help of allGeo.

For the first group managed by the first Project Manager (PM), 
allGeo's app allowed associates to clock in/out, select their task 
and customer, and attach a selfie with each punch. The app also 
fetched temperature and weather information with every punch, 
streamlining the process for employees. Additionally, allGeo's 
solution enabled the employees to submit two attestations at the 
end of their shift, providing an efficient and secure method for 
verifying work.

The second PM's challenge of managing foremen and their 
respective employees was addressed through allGeo's workflow. 
The foremen were able to mark attendance for their set of 
employees using Crew Punching with QR scans. This solution 
allowed the foremen to attach an employee selfie during clock-in, 
providing a reliable record of attendance. Overall, allGeo's platform 
proved to be a valuable tool in streamlining and optimizing the 
customer's workforce management processes.

No More Paper Time Clocking Headaches
The allGeo solution has helped improve overall operations, provide 
client accountability tools, reduced liability from payroll claims,  
and has improved payroll processing time and accuracy each pay 
period, freeing up staff to focus on other tasks that aid company 
growth. The American Payroll Association, for example, estimates 
the kind of solution implemented by allGeo typically saves 3%-5% 
on payroll processing errors and hundreds of hours a year spent 
retyping paper time cards. allGeo clients also typically  gain a daily 
time savings of 10 min per employee per day, a 5% reduction in fuel 
expenses, and up to 10% boost in productivity. 
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allGeo is a leading provider of field service management for mid-size & enterprise businesses to 
achieve excellence in field service operations by providing tools to improve operations & payroll 
processes. The allGeo platform helps businesses create custom field service workflows using 
products & tools such as Scheduling, Time Clock, Tracking & Monitoring, Mileage, Dispatch 
Messaging, Mobile Forms, Events based alerts, and Reporting. 

Examples of workflows include - Time tracking using geofence and pay rate logic for Payroll, QR 
and Geofence sites for jobs tracking, Lone worker safety with E911 integration, Electronic Visit 
Verification (EVV) for home health care, and Field Inspection using QR / mobile forms. The allGeo 
platform integrates with your CRM, ERP and payroll systems to enable easy flow of data from the 
field to your back office systems.
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